server is treated as a dynamic system itself for analysis and design purposes; thus, the problem of state reconstruction is not studied in&- 433 
One of the most basic problems in process control is the one of specifying a controller that makes use of measurements of process output variables in order to influence the dynamic bhavior of the process in a dasirable way. This problem is well-understood and studied within a linear control framework, where both a state-space approach and an input/output approach have led to identical solutions [see e.g. the classical tiokg by Chen (1984) , Kailath (1980) and Astrom and Wittenmark (1984) ]. In a stats-spaapproach the synthesis of the controllers is based on a combination of state feedback and state observers, while in an input/output approach the controller transfer funtions are derived directly. An obvious limitation of the theory developed in the above framework arises from the fact that physical and chemical phenomena are inherently nonlinear. As a result, real processes can exhibit distinctly peculiar dynamic behavior, which Cannot be properly captured and accounted for in a linear control framework. M&vat& by such considerations, the control community has lately witness& an expanding research activity towards the development of nonliiiear control methods. Differential geometry has provided powerful mathematical and conceptual tools in this dire&on, allowing fundamental aspects of nonlinear dynamics to be understood and typical theoretical coatrol problems to be sucoesSrully addr& [see e.g the books by Isidori (1989) and Nijmeijer and van dcr SchaR (1990) ]. The early results in this area have shown that the natural frame for nonlinear control lies within the state-space approach, which allows typical results of linear control theory to be naturally generalized in a nonlinear setting. This is jn contrazt with the abstract input/output approach for nonlinear systems, which does not have the power and explicjtness that transfer functions have in linear systems, although it provides philosophical guidelines and macroscopic perspective.
In a nonlinear state-space approach, the problem of synthesis of dynamic output feedback controllers TV?.-come5 the problem of deriving state-space realizations of the controllers, viewed as nonlinear dynamic systems. In analogy with the linear case, the most logical and intuitively appealing approach to this problem is the combination of nonlinear state feedback laws and In addition to the above features, the proposed methodology accounts naturally for the muftivariable nature of the control problem, allowing for any de&-able degree of coupling to be achieved in the closed-loop system, by an appropriate choice of some adjustable parameters. It provides general and explicit output feedbtik controller realizations which are directly applicable to a large class of nonlinear multivariable processes of interest.
More specifically, in what follows, we will start with a brief discussion on key differential geometric concepts and alternative state-space realizations of nonlinear multivariable processes. Then, a general output feedback synthsjs problem will k formulated for the class of multivariable minimum-phase processes under consideration. In the subsequent sections, the basic results of the paper will be developed: statespa% realizations of dynamic output feedback controllers that solve the posed synthesis problem will be derived, and the closed-loop dynamics will be analyzed in terms of the induced input,Joutput behavior and the asymplotic stability characteristics. Finally, the performance and robustness characteristics of the proposed control methodology will be illustrated through simulations in a chemical reactor example. 
If such an integer does not exist, we say that r1 = M. A graph-theoretic interpretation of the concept of relative order, as well a6 its interpretation as a measure of how "direct" the affect of the input vector is on an output variable, can be found in Damtidis and Kravaris (1992b). It is assumed that a finite relative order F, exists for every i, since this is a necessary condition for output OantroIlability. Then, the matriir
is called the chwacter~stic m&ix of the system. It will be assumed that the state-space X does not contain any singular points, i.e. points for which det C(x) = 0. 
FORMULATION OF THE OUTPUT FEEDBACK SYNTHESIS PROBLKM FOR MINIMUBW'HASE PROCESSES
In this section, we will formulate the output feedback control problem for MIMO minimum-phase nonlinear processes as an explicit synthesis problem. The objective is to calculate state-space realizations of nonlinear controllers which will be using measurements of the output variables and the output setpints in order to enforce ertain properties in the closed-loop system (see Fig. 1 ). The desirable closedloop properties will, as usual, include l input/output stability l tracking of the output set-points l rcjtiion of disturbances and modeling errors 1 asymptotic stability of the unforced closed-loop system (internal stability).
The assumption of minimum-phase khavior allows the formulation of a generic synthesis problem along the above lines. In particular, the assumption of stable zero dynamics allows requesting a dosed-loop response with no zeros, resulting by essentially canceling the zero dynamics of the process. properness considerations dictate that the relative orders ri are "preserved" in the closed-loop system, which allows requesting a dosed-loop 'response of order (rl + . ' . + r,). For convenienw, a linear input/output behavior will also be requested, allowing for input/output stability and performance characteristics to be transparently incorporated in the design procedure. Taking into account the above considerations, as well as the requirement of a closed-loop static gain matrix equal to the identity matrix, the Eollowing synthesis problem is posed:
Givelr u state-space reulkalion of a MlMO nonlinear process, calculate a state-space realization of a nonlineur contrullger which induces an inpu+tpvt behavior 0~ the &rm Note that the input,/owput bhavior of cq. Ill) is a fully coupled one, capturing the n&t general form of a linear input/output behavior. However, the role of the adjustable parameters yfk is transparent: they determine the input/output stability and performance characteristics as well as the Ievel of input/output coupling in the closed-loop system. A common design objective in practical applications (with the exception of some ill-conditioned processes like high-purity distillation columns) is the requirement of an input/output decoupled closed-loop systm. Tn this case, the postulated input/output behavior in the synthesis problem takes the simplified form or in more compact notation clearly depend on the roots of the closed-loop charae teristic polynomial [eq. (1411. The designer has the flexibility to choose the adjustable parameters in order fo achieve a desirable speed of the response and level of input/output coupling, a$ well as other dosedloop design objectives, and such that they do not violate the constraints in the manipulated inputs. In addition to input/output stability, the internal stability of the closed-loop system must also be guaranteed, i.e. the ritrymptotic stability of the stales in the hnforced closed-loop system, for perturbations in the initial conditions. To this end, aSsume that
(1) the process dynamics is locally exponentially stable, (2) the zero dynamics of the process is locally cxponet&ally stable, (3) the roots ofeq. (14) and T= 400 K, Based on the above, the control problem is formulated as the one of optrating the reactor at the above reactant concentration and temperature. Under standard assumptions, the dynamic behavior of the process is then described by the following material,and energy balances: A comparison between the actual promo value and the observer estimate for Co, dues not show any difference in the case of the perfect IIK&I (Fig 16), w&h is expected . ..$\;"'I. Equation (31) 
Under consistent initialization of k,(w) and C\', ie. 
